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may give bent or inclina'ion for com Meantime competition affects ad
azerçial pursuits. If it does so the versely the Jaborer. The gospel of
school in which it is taught is abus.ng gain is rampant, and so long as tlie
its office. The age at whiçh boys laborer is a machine or the manipu-
aUend secQndary schools is the period lator of a machine his work will do no
in which their ideals are being formed, more than nierely keep him alive. Thé
but the function of the school is not process of reaching the unity of the
toencourage particular ideals, neither world by commerce is destructive of
to deaden spontaneous impulses by social unity at home. Social sym-
the intrusion of special work. The pathy and social responsibility are lost
curriculum of the schools should be sight of. The mark of the savage is
neutral as fat as determining the par- selfishness, we are still in the short
licular bent of the pupil is concerned. clothes of civilization. What is the
The aim of education is mental power remedy ?
wib as itle interference as possible No philosopher has neglected to
with the assertion of the pupil's in- write about education. He sees de-
dividuality. Technmcal education is fects, and can only hope to reach them
not tducation at all in the proper sense thruugh .raining - by evo!ution rather
of the word. The idea is retrogres than by revolution. His diagnosis
sive, in that it is the developmen of tells him that man's love for man
the primitive or physical sidé of begins at home, and-stays there. By
man to the neglect of the exclusive what means is it to be made c->mpre.
and characteristic mark of man, viz., the hensive ? In'elligence broadens and
mind for it is the possession of reason creates a wider circle of interests;
that places man above the animal. It therefore the more education the bet:
is on the mind side tbat evolution ter. The widening of knowledge is
should and will progress. The argu- not synonymous with social sympathy.
ment that man is stiL an animal, We must have a broad.ening of feeling.
and that for the development of~the Will a steady application to book
mmd the body shuld be attended to keeping restore the social balance ?
kikewise is no warrant for technical Is there any training of the hand th'at
educatin, as the training of a man toi will place the laborer on a social
a single specific office is itself opposed equality with bis fellows ? Is there
to rte complete physical development any study of things that will enable the
synonymous with health. philosopher to forecast a combining of

M education should be framed for the elen-ents of society? No.
present conditions iL should be to Study of any subject begets interest
leaven rather than to exaggerate the in it. Then in this case " the proper
condition begutten by the fevered study of mankind is man." Let man
commercialism of the present. The turn,then, to rhyme and story .totheex-
expansion required by over-production pression of min's primary feelings and
and the exchange arsing '(rom it are aspirations; to the record of his (ail-
doubtless natural instruments for giv- ures and successes. Let him feel the
mg nations a knowledge of each other fine frenzy and universality of the
-are perhaps instrumental for the seer; let himt respect the verdict of
ulimate evolving of the idea of the posterity on the patriot. Let him
interdependene and community of stand by Avon and ask to know man,
interests of different parts of the world. and by Bannockburn and ask to do
This approach to universal peace and for man.
federation will be a long time coming.


